4.1

Create a Downtown that is a Destination
for the City and the Region
The City of Greater Sudbury is already the largest and, arguably, the most influential city in
Northern Ontario. As Sudbury’s economy continues to evolve and its cultural offer develops
further, the Downtown will play an increasingly important role in providing the place for that
continued economic and cultural growth. The success of the downtown will be fundamental
in helping the community cement its role as the economic and cultural ‘Centre of the North’.

The Vision for Downtown Sudbury is for it to be the urban

To set this cycle of revitalization in motion, a number of major

playground for Northern Ontario. Sudbury should be the leading

employment, educational and cultural activity generators are

destination for business meetings, sports events and cultural and

necessary. The strategy for creating a Downtown that is a

community festivals in the North. However, at present the city

destination for the City and the Region is supported by the

lacks many of the facilities necessary to assert this leadership

following four objectives:

role and many other cities are eager for this business. If Greater
Sudbury is to remain competitive and firmly establish itself as
the Centre of the North, it cannot remain static. The City must
continue to invest strategically in its downtown and foster growth
that will deliver wider benefit to the city as a whole.

4.1.1 Grow Employment in the
Downtown

The Official Plan recognizes the important role of Downtown as
an employment centre within the City. The new Northern Growth
Provincial Plan requires that municipalities develop strategies
to encourage a significant portion of future residential and

4.1.2 Create Destination
Attractions in the Downtown

employment development locate in strategic core areas and other
opportunity areas, such as brownfields. Building on these policy
directions, the Master Plan proposes a program of public and
private investment in the downtown necessary for it to achieve

4.1.3 Make the Downtown a
Centre for Learning

the self-sustaining critical mass and play its optimal role. One
of the most important objectives of the Plan is to increase the
activity level across the Downtown in order to spark a virtuous
cycle of self-generated revitalization. The City should undertake

4.1.4 Make the Downtown a
Centre for Living

further work to determine how to best direct growth as part of the
upcoming review of its Official Plan Review.
To achieve this end, a number of large-scale initiatives are

The Activity Strategy is supported by a more targeted Retail

required. These initiatives – educational, cultural and business-

Retention and Growth Strategy, provided under separate cover.

oriented – will in turn create the market for retail, restaurant,
recreation and other related activities. Importantly, they will set
the required environment for residential investment, a critical
strategy for downtown success.
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04/ A Meeting Destination

05/ A Shopping & Dining Destination

One of the key strategies for Sudbury’s future is to establish itself as

The retail vision for the Downtown is about improving the quality of the

the leading city in Northern Ontario for business meetings, trade events,

offer across three specific areas: hospitality; neighbourhood convenience

sports, festivals and cultural events. Sudbury at present lacks a four-star

(goods & services); and specialty shopping. From a retail offer, the future

hotel and major facility to meet these needs and the existing Arena does

of downtown Sudbury should be about enhancing the quality of the

not compare well sports and event spaces found in many other cities.

existing offer, as opposed to significantly growing retail square footage.
Improving the quality of the existing offer will increase sales productivity

The strategy proposes an upgraded Arena in combination with the

and generate further demand for quality products. To achieve this goal,

construction of a new multi-use facility south of Brady Street with a

the following actions are recommended:

four-star hotel overlooking Memorial Park. The multi-use facility should
be developed with a minimum floorplate of 55,000 square feet. The

1. Advocate for an increased residential population in downtown;

existing Arena would be upgraded to more easily accommodate larger-

2. Build on downtown events to retain visitors;

scale concerts and conventions; any ice pads would be designed to have

3. Help retailers to achieve higher sales productivity, as opposed to more

capacity for a range of smaller such events. The hotel would operate as the

space;

service and hospitality base for the complex. The location south of Brady

4. Market Downtown Sudbury more broadly;

works well. The complex will connect closely to the Tom Davies Square

5. Increase repeat visitation from local catchment by providing new

complex and to the shopping and restaurants on Elgin and Durham. It will
be a prominent feature at a key entrance to the Downtown and a southern
edge to Memorial Square.

recreation and hospitality services;
6. Grow specialty based retailers appropriate for Sudbury’s context, such
as local food and drink, northern apparel, sporting goods, student
lifestyle, arts, health services, etc.;

The City should examine the funding partnerships that have been put

7. Advocate for an expansion of student life in the downtown; and

in place for other such complexes in Ontario cities involving public

8. Create a program for retail recruitment and retention.

investments and private sector partners. In the interim, a detailed
examination of the land requirements for the complex should be

Additional details of the above strategy are provided in the Downtown

undertaken. The Synergy Centre is an example of the type of multi-use

Sudbury Retail Retention and Growth Strategy, provided under separate

facility contemplated. This project is supported by a prefeasibility study. A

cover.

more detailed financial and operational feasibility study are also planned.
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4.1.5
Project Summary
13/ Residential Incentive Programme

The following is a summary of the projects which will support

The city now has a small downtown population of just over 600 residents,

the creation of the Downtown as a Destination for the City and

made up largely of the elderly and those with lower incomes. Significant

the Region. This list also identifies the short, mid and long term

increases in the numbers of those who have housing choices throughout

initiatives as well as on-going projects. For additional details and

the city-region will not be easy. A more interventionist financial program,

descriptions refer to the Action Strategy in Section 6 and the

at least for the early years, will be required to help jump-start a residential

Priority Capital Projects in Appendix A.

condominium market which now barely exists in the centre. Several other
Canadian cities have experimented with residential action plans for their
downtowns. The basic dimensions of those programs involve waivers

short & mid-term initiatives (<10 years)

of fees and permit costs and in some cases direct subsidies to bridge

04 Multi-use Conference / Recreation / Hotel Complex
(planning, feasibility and design)
05 Retail Opportunity Site / Retail Strategy
06 Native Cultural Opportunity Site
07 Cultural Opportunity Sites, including:
Place des Arts
Franklin Carmichael Art Gallery
Central Public Library
09 Farmers’ Market
10 Laurentian School of Architecture
12 Cultural Opportunity Site
13 Residential Incentive Program

the kind of gap between construction costs and market values evident in
Sudbury and in similar markets. Such subventions should be limited in
value and in duration – generally available for a set number of units per
year – and carefully monitored to allow their retirement once a market
is clearly established. While it may appear unusual to subsidise market
units, the greater goal is the stimulation of initial purchaser interest which
is essential if a significant downtown residential population, with all its
social and economic benefits, is to be established. Once an independently
functioning market has emerged, subsidies should be discontinued.
Refer to Appendix B for additional details on Residential Incentives.

14/ Mixed Use Buildings - Urban Infill
Sites have been identified across the downtown that are appropriate
for mixed-use residential developments. Mixed-use developments
could support a mix of residential and commercial uses, including
office, retail, community, civic, cultural, judicial, live/work. and other

long-term initiatives (>10 years)
02 Inno-Tech Park / Railway Lands
04 Multi-use Conference / Recreation / Hotel Complex
(construction)
08 City of Sudbury Visitor Centre*

employment Mixed-use developments typically use a more compact form
of development and create opportunities to grow both the commercial and
residential offer of downtown. Mixed use buildings should generally be
street-oriented with active uses at grade and may be either new build infill
or adaptively re-used and retrofitted heritage buildings. Conversion of ‘C’
class office buildings to residential uses should also be considered.

15/ A Residential Edge
The Master Plan also identifies several locations for new residential

on-going initiatives (anytime)
01
03
11
14
15

Prestige Office Sites
Rainbow Centre Improvements
Expansion of College Presence
Mixed-use Infill
Residential Development

* tied to re-development opportunities

developments on the periphery of downtown. These sites are situated
immediately outside the ring road and are intended to act as a ‘residential
bridge’ between the downtown area and the established neighbourhoods
to the north and east. The selected ‘edge sites’ are also in close proximity
to other residential proposals, including MacKenzie Village and the
Centennial development. It is anticipated that these residential sites
would accommodate new build projects in the form of condominiums,
stacked town homes or town homes.
A MASTER PLAN FOR DOWNTOWN SUDBURY
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4.2

A Downtown that is the Heart of Greater Sudbury
Downtown must be strongly connected to the rest of the city and accessible to all. It should
be easy to get to and easy to get around in. The connections to the rest of the urban area
required are both local, in terms of the vehicular, pedestrian and cycle links to surrounding
neighbourhoods, and regional, in terms of road, rail and transit connections to surrounding
communities and economic centres.

The vision for transportation and infrastructure in Downtown

The strategy for creating a more connected and integrated

Sudbury reflects a shift in thinking in urban areas across

Downtown is supported by the following three objectives:

North America. There will be a greater emphasis on expanding
mobility choice, developing complete streets, and creating safe
and vibrant streetscapes. Moreover, the strategy will focus on
developing, maintaining, and enhancing connections between
Downtown Sudbury and the surrounding communities to reinforce
Downtown’s role as the heart of Greater Sudbury.

4.2.1 Connect Downtown into
local neighbourhood and the
Greater Sudbury network

The Downtown is at the centre of the city, but a series of physical
and natural barriers cut it off from adjacent neighbourhoods and
important places in the region. More and easier connections by
foot, bicycle, transit and car will help Downtown business, increase
the sense of security and surveillance and foster a sense of

4.2.2 Create a more flexible, yet
fully connected Downtown
street network

ownership of downtown. Currently the extent of rail tracks and the
width and speed of downtown roads create a number of real and
perceived barriers to the integration of the Downtown with the rest
of the city. Nor is there a great sense of arrival in the downtown,
with many buildings facing away from major streets. Within the

4.2.3 Invest in the infrastructure
necessary to support the
growth of Downtown

centre, much of the original finer-grained street network has
been lost and replaced with large ’mega blocks’ that inhibit easy
understanding and movement.
Much of the vision for Downtown Sudbury is concerned with
making it a distinct and attractive place – including its roadways,
pathways and gateways. These features are how much of
the Downtown is experienced and are critical components of
placemaking.
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The Access & Connectivity Strategy is supported by a more
detailed Downtown Mobility Strategy, provided under separate
cover.

A view of Paris Street looking south towards Cedar Street today.

A reimagined Paris Street has been transformed into a grand green boulevard, creating an impressive and positive first impression of Downtown Sudbury for residents and visitors alike.
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4.3

Create a Beautiful Downtown that Celebrates the
Spirit of Sudbury
Downtown can become a place of pride for all of Greater Sudbury, a place of beauty and
excitement that raises the heart and spirit of the entire community. Many wonderful elements
are already in place that hint at the rich history of the Downtown. These elements need to
be brought forward in a bolder statement of beauty and northern identity. Much can be done
with design and materials, in landscape and streetscape, in placemaking and in preservation.

Downtown Sudbury must show the best of itself to the world and

the best quality of life. The Downtown and its associated events,

present the compelling story of Sudbury. The rugged northern

activities, shopping and style will represent in microcosm the best

landscape surrounding the Downtown can be an inspiration for

a community has to offer. Beautification is an economic as well as

how the Downtown develops, and a feature that helps define what

an aesthetic strategy.

it means to be a northern city. Downtown should remind visitors
and residents just what makes living in a City of Lakes so special.

The strategy for creating a beautiful Downtown that celebrates
Greater Sudbury is supported by the following four objectives:

An honest appraisal of the existing condition of the Downtown
suggests that at the moment it is not living up to its potential.
However, the Downtown does have good ‘urban bones’: there are
many good buildings; it sits in a powerful bowl of rock and green; it
is a good walk from a picturesque lake located in a city with even
more lakes and an enviable northern landscape.
The strategy proposes an accompanying series of public
investments in the quality and space of the downtown. Significant
improvements are warranted to the City’s existing public open
spaces, and new smaller parks and landscaping are proposed
along with well as the greening of key streets.
Behind such improvement programs is an important economic
goal. It’s good to have an attractive downtown for its own sake,
but in the era of the knowledge economy, the attraction of
human capital is all-important. Sudbury needs well-educated
new residents to fuel new economic activity, to teach at its
colleges and university, to serve in its hospitals and to sustain our
momentum of cutting edge research. Such knowledge workers
nowadays have many choices about which city to live and work
in. They will make a considered judgment about which city offers
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4.3.1 Rediscover Main Streets as
Settings for Investment
4.3.2 Create Green Downtown
Destinations
4.3.3 Create Smaller Moments of
Beauty and Surprise
4.3.4 Reflect the Sudbury Story

A view of Elgin Street looking south toward Larch Street today.

New life is brought to Elgin Street through well-designed infill developments, streetscaping and an elegant new greenway. The lushly planted greenway and multi-use path creates
a beautiful new edge for the Downtown and connects through to adjacent communities and amenities, including Bell Park and Ramsey Lake.
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5.7 Railway Yards
The District Today
Edging the southern and western portions of Downtown is the

Should the rail relocation study conclude that the relative net

52-acre CP Rail Yard (including tracks and rail yards). These yards,

benefit of partial/full relocation outweighs other options and

which are located at the junction of CP’s national main line and the

that there is a financially viable business case for partial/full

Copper Cliff spur, provided the initial impetus for the community

relocation, the community could then begin to plan for how to

and are still actively used. However, these tracks occupy significant

best guide the integration of any surplus rail lands into the fabric

real estate that could be re-purposed in the longer term for more

of the city. This process would examine a number of strategic

contemporary uses that are more compatible with an active and

opportunities, including:

vibrant downtown location.

• how to best integrate this area into the fabric of the Downtown
and the fabric of the residential neighbourhoods to the south

The District Tomorrow
During this Downtown Master Plan process, the community spoke
to its desire to eventually see most, if not all, of the rail function
relocated from Downtown and the existing rail yards woven into the
urban fabric through a new system of streets and parks animated
with a rich mix of urban uses. The community also spoke to the
need to establish high speed rail infrastructure to connect Greater
Sudbury to other major urban centres and markets.

and west;
• the best types, mix and form of uses;
• intensification and affordable housing;
• the creation of a public realm network of squares, plazas, parks
and open spaces;
• the creation of new types of connections to Ramsey Lake,
including water-based connections; and,
• the creation of new cycling infrastructure.

This Master Plan acknowledges these desires and begins to set
the stage with a bold vision to establish Inno-Tech Park at the

Whatever the questions, the process should provide direction on:

southeast quadrant of Lorne and Elm Streets. The relocation

• the future pattern of streets and blocks;

and redevelopment of the rail lands is a significant undertaking,

• the future system of parks and open spaces;

which will take considerable time, research, analysis, planning and

• the future type, mix, density and form of future land uses;

investment to occur.

• future infrastructure services;
• future community services and facilities;

This question could be explored through a rail relocation study,

• environmental remediation;

undertaken in consultation with the rail company and all other

• phasing of development; and,

relevant parties, that would examine the need and feasibility of

• estimated capital costs and operational costs/revenues.

relocating the existing yards from Downtown to another site. This
study would explore the relative costs and benefits associated with
a number of options including the status quo, retaining some rail
service Downtown, and full relocation.
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